Release Notes for 3/9/2017 WISEid/WISEstaff Production Release
(WISEid Core Apps Sprint 130 2-Week Work Cycle)
Feature Title

Notes

WISEid: Bug Fix-- Messages and Change Request
paging issue is resolved.

We fixed the broken paging on the
Message and Change Request page.

WISEid: Person Upload works for ID Agency Data Entry
Role

WISEid: Update Merge timestamp method matches
DPI data warehouse
WISEstaff: Added Edit Person button to send a user to
the WISEid tab for a person

WISEstaff: Bug Fix-- Assignment records are no longer
missing from snapshot because of a new validation.

WISEstaff: Bug Fix-- Empty contracts won’t show.

WISEstaff: Bug Fix- - Local Use Contract file no longer
faults if there’s a 51-character error message with 101
char. in field. Message if it’s too long now.

Users with only the ID Agency Data Entry
Role were having Person Upload faults
due to the number of messages
generated. We fixed the issue, so this
user role can conduct Person Uploads.
For DPI Data Warehouse integration we
have enhanced database timestamps to a
supportable format for WISEid records.
We added an Edit button on the
WISEstaff tab Edit Staff page for personal
information. Users can click this button
and be automatically sent to the WISEid
tab for the same person to edit Personal
Information.
We created second-level validation Error
6332 to notify users if they have
previously uploaded data in the current
year for a working school that later in the
current year was updated to a closed
school (shouldn’t happen ideally, but has
happened due to data replication issues
in past). Closed schools in the current
year can’t be working schools.
In UI if you change Contract fields all to
null, then the contract should not save
instead of saving a Contract with no data
in it.
We corrected the logic and message so
that Contract files allow up to 50
characters for the Local Use field and
Assignment uploads allow 100 characters
for Local Use as per specs. Violations of
these limits previously resulted in no

messages and file upload faults under
certain circumstances, but this has been
corrected.
WISEstaff: EPIC Data Quality Check #00 – Part 2 & 4
completed to create an interactive Welcome Page and
added check marks illustrating the "Big Picture"

WISEstaff: Fixed Save button on Enter Aggregate Staff
FTE/ Aggregate Assignment

WISEstaff: Hotfix-- Corrected Audit results permission
issue, so all roles can view audit results

On WISEstaff we created an expandible
interface for the Annual Staff Collection
Roadmap. The roadmap shows basic
steps of the entire staff collection process
with due dates.
● Red means there are definitely
issues to resolve.
● Green checkmarks indicate step is
complete except in cases of Load
Contract Data and Local
Assignment Data, which indicate
that we have at least one record
of each. We leave that up to
districts to determine if all
records are present, as we have
no way to determine if this is
complete.
● Items with square boxes don’t
have any logical way for use to
determine if the step is complete
or even partially complete, so
agencies should self determine.
● All steps that have a related page
have web links.
Future work will add dynamic progress
arrow steps at the top and further info
indicators to explain in detail each step
required. This Roadmap is defaulted to
minimized on the page, as it was
determined not all districts want to view
this on a regular basis.
When a user saved an entry on the Enter
Aggregate Staff FTE page, the user
remained on the current page. Now a
user is sent to the summary view of all
Aggregate Assignments.
We fixed issues preventing those without
WISEstaff Agency Admin user role
persons from seeing audit results. All
WISEstaff tab users for a district can now

view the audit results regardless of
security role.
WISEstaff: Missing Entity IDs can now be downloaded.

WISEstaff: Salary cannot be zero.

WISEstaff: Validate Staff Data Acknowledged Warnings
text has changed.

We added Download on the WISEstaff
dashboard for Missing Entity ID
downloads in CSV format.
If a user enters zero in the Contract
uploads or in the Contract UI for Contract
Salary, null will be saved. Zero is not a
possible value. Also, some source
systems create Contract uploads with
zeros instead of nulls, so this will also
correct that issue. Additionally we
completed a one-time clean up script to
remove any existing zeros for Contract
Salary.
On Validate Staff Data we updated the
text next to the checkbox that shows any
warnings that were already
acknowledged by an agency. It now says,
“Show Acknowledged Warnings” to
enhance clarity on what the checkbox
does.

